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First Net-Zero Home in Canada to receive Net-Zero Home label 
Building contractor Falcon Heights built this beautiful net-zero home in 
Cordova Bay, Victoria, B.C. It's the first home in Canada to receive the 
CHBA Net-Zero Home label, a new program of the Canadian Home 
Builders Association. Photo Falcon Heights Contracting

Truth in advertising - a net-zero 
label helps consumers and 
builders alike

Home builders embrace net-zero with new labelling program
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Make fundraising 
easy, fun and rewarding!

Classic black & white calendar.
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Win an all-expense-paid trip 
for two to Iceland!
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What would the world be like if we never threw anything the life of their products & packaging and insure that none 
away? Imagine how much food could be produced on what of it ends up in a landfill. Imagine the carbon foot print of 
are now landfill sites? How did we become a throw away garbage trucks around the world. 
society in the last 50 years, where you know when you have Let's apply Profit per Environmental Metrics to our best 
to replace something before you even buy it? I miss the business practices which is what is the environmental 
small appliance repair shop where it was worth going to and impact on the planet to make a dollar of profit for the 
repairing something as basic as a toaster. manufacturing of the products companies take to market.
The burden on a new home owner, full of new appliances My final question is when you buy chicken, pork or beef do 
such as a stove, dishwasher, fridge or a washer and dryer you ask yourself what happens to manure that is produced, 
worth about $ 20,000.00. All of these appliances will need for you to have your package of meat? Did you know that by 
to be replaced in the next five to seven years.  Imagine feeding it to worms the plastics can be removed and the 
spending all that extra cash on activities like golf or skiing. worms can be used as fish food.
I think in the future civilizations will mine the landfills we Let's start supporting the industries that use practices that 
have created for the treasures within will lower the impact on landfills.
Here is my list of the worst things to throw away… My challenge to you is … let's put an end to throwing things 
Wood, plastic, stoves, fridges, cell phones and old OUT.
computers and this is just the tip of the iceberg.

The latest buzzwords in my world are circular and 
sustainable economies; like they say in scrabble use these 
words in a sentence. Incorporate these words into both your 
personal world and business practices, like Anne Leonard, 
who spent 10 years of her life researching garbage, as to 
where it is created to determine how it should be handled 
and recycled. This is very interesting and find myself asking 
why companies don't apply the same thought to their 
products as they bring them to market. To be responsible for 

It's a Circular World
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Brazeau County
 – Solar in oil country

Hewers of wood, drillers of oil
 – municipal offices powered 

by solar energy

David Dodge 

Featuring

PACE financing created 
$3.4 billion in energy 

efficiency projects in U.S.
Advocates want innovative 

clean energy financing in Alberta

Alberta students 
school Premier 
Rachel Notley 
on climate change

The premier visits for
 the second year 
in a row
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By David Dodge and Dylan Thompson

The 
EnergieSprong 
has sprung!
The Netherlands shows us a 
way forward to make every building 
net-zero

We are very quickly learning to construct buildings that produce as much energy as they consume. We’ve seen net-zero buildings 
and homes in Edmonton, Calgary and Guelph, passive homes in Saskatoon and net-zero laneway homes in Vancouver. That’s 
great because buildings account for as much as 25 per cent of all carbon emissions in the world.

Vancouver is so confident in super energy efficient design they are implementing a Zero Emissions Building Plan. This will 
require all new buildings to achieve zero emissions by 2030.

Back to the future EnergieSprong, an idea that sprang from the Netherlands. 
Translated, EnergieSprong means “energy leap.”

Here’s the problem: if you want to see the future of buildings 
“The Netherlands has a goal of retrofitting their entire hous-you need to look to the past. “Around 50 per cent of existing 
ing stock, and the affordable housing stock is over 2 million buildings will still be in use by 2050.” This means every inef-
units, to carbon-neutral by 2050,” says Robert Pennings of ficient building you build today will still be inefficient 50 
the City of Vancouver, who previously worked on retrofit-years from now. Canada wants an 80 per cent reduction in 
ting affordable housing in the Netherlands.emissions by 2050, so for existing 

buildings this means retrofits. “Energiesprong is basically … 
integrating everything from For perspective, this would mean 
the financing to the home as-deep retrofits of two per cent of 
sessment, to the actual deliv-Canada’s building stock per year 
ery of a net-zero energy ret-up to 2050. Deep retrofits usually 
rofit,” says Martha Cambell, involve more than 75 per cent en-
a manager in the buildings ergy use reductions. Conversely, 
practice of the Rocky shallow retrofits that replace boil-
Mountain Institute from ers and lighting typically achieve 
Colorado.energy savings of 15 per cent.
Campbell says it’s 
all about industri-
alizing the pro-

cess of doing retrofits and making it much 
more efficient, less custom and lower in 
cost. She likens the process to what IKEA So why not retrofit every single building in the country by 
did for kitchens. 2050? Sounds crazy, right? Well that’s exactly the goal of 

Deep retrofits: The re-
ally, really big ele-
phant in the room

REALIZE 

REALIZE is RMI's version of EnergieSprong for 
zero energy homes in North America 

See: www.rmi.org/residentialenergyplus_realize

Robert Penning works for the 
City of Vancouver and once 
worked on energy efficiency in 
the Netherlands. Imagine a 
truck driving up and installing 
super energy efficient prefab 
walls and a super insulated 
roof with solar modules already 
on it! This is the vision of 
EnergieSprong, a holistic 
energy retrofit program that 
began in the Netherlands.

Continued on page 6

SUMMER 2017
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Continued from page 5

We’re talking prefabrication of insulated walls, 
roofs and materials.

For instance, imagine a truck pulling up loaded 
up with pre-made walls and a pre-made roof 
with solar already installed. Presto, in just one 
week an old energy inefficient home becomes a 
net-zero home. Everything is packaged together 
including financing. The retrofit also comes 
with a 30-year energy performance guarantee.

Pennings says the retrofits cost up to $100,000. 
The idea is to eventually fund the retrofits out of 
the energy savings, eliminating upfront costs. To 
sweeten the deal, the energy retrofits are com-
bined with upgrades of kitchens or bathrooms.

“People right now would have a rental bill and a 
working on a similar concept in the U.S., something they utility bill, and if you go to net zero you should have a util-
call “Realize.” The idea is to package financing and net-ity bill at zero, but they continue to pay the same amount 
zero retrofits that can be completed in a week to ten days.for the rent plus utilities, but the utility part isn’t spent on 

utilities anymore, it’s spent on fi- RMI even analyzed the net present 
nancing the retrofitting project,” value of energy savings to determine 
says Pennings. how much budget is available if you fi-

nance projects over 20 to 30 years. In Energiesprong has already gone 
the climatic zone most like Canada RMI through a pilot phase, retrofitting 
estimates there is $20,000 to $45,000 500 units. This was part of a 
available depending on the present con-larger contract deal between 
dition of the home and whether you use housing associations and indus-
a 20 year or 30 year time horizon.try to do 111,000 retrofits.
This sort of thinking is a big departure The European Commission pro-
from the marketplace’s piecemeal ap-vided a €3.6 million grant to 
proach. People often replace their sid-kick-start retrofit markets 
ing without a thought given to adding in-and bring the 
sulation. That could mean a financial EnergieSprong concept 

net-gain.to the UK and France.
Building a low-carbon economy does mean business. For 
perspective if the Netherlands retrofits all of their 2 million 
buildings by 2050, that’s $200 billion worth of work for ret-
rofit companies.

The Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) is 

Turning efficiency into savings

Bringing the Sprong to North 
America

“Energiesprong is 
basically … 
integrating everything 
from the financing to 
the home 
assessment, to the 
actual delivery of a 
net-zero energy 
retrofit,” says Martha 
Cambell of the U.S.-
based Rocky 
Mountain Institute. 

After 
completing a 

few pilot 
homes in 

Nieuw 
Buinen, 

contractors 
got to the 

point where 
they could 

install a net-
zero retrofit 

on a home in 
just one day!

Here is another EnergieSprong pilot project in Gorredijk, Netherlands. The 
idea is to retrofit old homes all the way to net-zero standard and pay for it 

out of the energy savings. 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Continued on page 9

PACE financing created 
$3.4 billion in energy 
efficiency projects in U.S.

Advocates want innovative 
clean energy financing in Alberta

Funding energy efficiency upgrades with Property 
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) means the 

upgrades are assessed against the property and not 
the owner. The financing is paid for out of the 

energy savings over the life of the upgrade. Leigh 
Bond, renewable energy contractor and Brian Scott, 

developer say such financing will support dramatic 
uptake in energy efficiency and renewable energy 

projects on buildings. 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Currently, the biggest barrier to people and organizations Here’s the problem PACE solves: I want to install a solar 
investing in energy-efficiency upgrades and renewable system. I know it will pay for itself, but it could take 15-18 
energy on their buildings is access to affordable financing. years. My solar modules are guaranteed for 25 years, but 

banks are twitchy about long-term loans. Finally, what That’s according to Brian Scott, an Edmonton developer 
happens if I sell my house?and Leigh Bond, an entrepreneur who has been working on 

geothermal and energy efficiency projects for the past “It’s not a loan,” says Bond. “It’s financing. It’s a way of 
decade. buying something that generates revenue, and then being 

able to pay that financing back over time, over the life of That’s why they are both advocating for bringing PACE 
the product.”financing to Alberta.
In effect the money is paid back out of the energy savings “Back in 2009, in Berkeley, California, a concept was 
and over relatively long terms.hatched called PACE, it stands for Property Assessed 

Clean Energy. And it’s a financing program which has “It’s attached to the property, instead of to the person. The 
taken some parts of the U.S. by storm, and it allows person living in the house gets the benefit, the lower 
people to get 100 per cent financing upfront to upgrade energy bill, but at the same time, they also get the cost. 

their buildings, and repay the financing over time out When it gets transferred to the new owner, they get both 
of the savings. It’s a game changer,” says Scott. the savings in energy and has to pay for the cost.”

It’s similar to a local improvement charge for something 
like paving your alley.

What kinds of things are we talking about 
financing?

“Basically any upgrade that is more energy And the idea seems to work. In the U.S., “PACE financing 
efficient than what it’s replacing, and that for single family homes, has been $3.4 billion, generating 
can be as fancy as a new solar system, or it about $6 billion of economic activity. In the commercial 
can be as simple as a new high energy- sector, it’s been $340 million,” says Scott.
efficient furnace at 96 per cent,” says Not all PACE programs have been successful. It matters 
Leigh Bond. “It can be windows, it can how the program is set up and how you execute it, explains 
be insulation, it can be anything that Bond. He says a good Alberta-based program should 
makes the property more energy replicate successes in the U.S.
efficient.”

Finance things that save more 
money than they cost

PACE has created $3.4 billion in 
projects

SUMMER 2017
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Continued from page 8

“The first thing is to call it PACE… if you don’t call it Leigh Bond has been one of those contractors: “In 12 
PACE, then you’re on an uphill battle to market the years we’ve done 110 projects. But I could have done 
concept,” says Bond. Then he recommends setting up an 1,000 if I had PACE financing because people want to do 
independent organization to run this, but that front end cost is a 
the program. A “non-profit or co- barrier.”
op” would be his choice. The Brian Scott’s firm is Communitas 
third thing you need is access to and his first experience with green 
plenty of capital. Although it can financing occurred 20-years ago 
be public money, Bond says it’s with his Grandin Green condo co-op 
more likely to be private capital. project in downtown Edmonton.
Then there are risk-adverse “Grandin Green ended up looking 
banks who worry PACE debt will for green financing and they 
get in front of their mortgages. upgraded the building here to the 
But Scott says this can be tune of $1.3 million dollars,” says 
managed in a couple of ways. He Scott. “But they had to go out of 
says the value of the property province to get that money. PACE 
goes up by more than the financing is the solution to this.”
inves tment  in  the  PACE The City of Edmonton is pursuing 
financing, which means their PACE as part of its energy transition 
security is even better than it was strategy, but it seems others are 
to begin with. interested as well.
Scott says upon foreclosure “The Town of Devon wants to be a 
PACE debt does not need to be net-zero community,” says Scott. 
fully paid out, it’s just the “They see PACE as being a 
current obligations that need to perfect instrument for getting 
be covered. there. Drayton Valley is 

interested in this. The City of 
Red Deer has already passed 
a by-law or a resolution to 
adopt the PACE program. “ B a s i c a l l y,  e v e r y b o d y ’s  
Brazeau County, and interested,” says Bond. “Con-
even Wabasca recently tractors, in particular, of course, 
contacted us and said because they’ll increase their 

they’re super interested.”revenue; Municipalities, because they don’t have to put 
up the money; Lenders of big financial companies are “The bottom line is PACE financing could 
willing to come into Alberta with billions of dollars. And seriously reduce energy consumption 
like I said, at the municipal level, the City of Edmonton, and greenhouse gas production in 
in fact, sent Brian and I to do a research project at the buildings by anywhere from 50 to 80 
PACE Summit in Denver in February.” per cent,” says Scott. “In fact, we could 

even get to net-zero.”

Who cares about 
PACE?

The road to net-zero paved with PACE financing? 

Landmark homes in Edmonton, Alberta recently 
announced the most affordable net-zero home in Canada 
at less than $400k. Funding solar and energy efficiency 

upgrades over code using PACE financing could 
accelerate the uptake of zero emissions homes say 

advocates.

Grandin Green - 
investing in energy 

efficiency 

Brian Scott, developer, 
Leigh Bond renewable 
energy contractor and 

John Halun, resident of 
the Grandin Green 

housing cooperative. 
Scott accessed green 

financing 20 years ago 
to building super 

energy efficient 
features into the 

apartment building 
cooperative. He'd like 

to see PACE financing 
brought to Alberta to 

stimulate investment in 
energy efficiency and 
renewable energy in 

new and old buildings.

Grandin Green - investing in energy efficiency 
Brian Scott, developer, Leigh Bond renewable energy 

contractor and John Halun, resident of the Grandin Green 
housing cooperative. Scott accessed green financing 20 
years ago to building super energy efficient features into 

the apartment building cooperative. He'd like to see PACE 
financing brought to Alberta to stimulate investment in 

energy efficiency and renewable energy in new and old 
buildings.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Sustainival, 
the world’s first green carnival
Big carnival, big fun, all powered 
by biodiesel energy

Life may be a carnival, but at Sustainival you can’t “walk case full of canola seeds. “This silo represents 7,000 litres 
on water, drown in the sand or buy a watch real cheap,” as of canola seed which is a big part of the energy used to run 
the song goes, but you can take the Green Beast challenge, this site. We run about one megawatt of power to run all of 
learn about climate change, energy efficiency and these rides and all of that is generated by renewable 
renewable energy. energy. Mostly waste vegetable oil converted into 

biodiesel so it’s a lot of power and a lot of fun,” says I’d heard about Sustainival for 
Palmer.years and I’ve met co-founder 

Antoine Palmer before. But his 
own description of the carnival 
didn’t prepare me for the real 
deal. Before seeing Sustainival I “My partner, and the Founder of 
was expecting to see a few Sustainival, Joey Hundert, came to 
kiddie rides and people sitting in me one day and he said, “Biodiesel 
small tents talking about the Gravitron,” laughed Palmer. “The 
environment. idea is that if you can spin people in a 

large piece of equipment at three When I arrived at Sustainival in 
times the force of gravity, and Edmonton, Alberta I was 
demonstrate to them that this can all astonished at the scale of the 
be powered through a renewable event. The carnival covered the 
energy source, especially in that case large park-like setting at the 
a biodiesel made from a waste Servus credit union site across 
material, that that’s a compelling f r o m  S o u t h  E d m o n t o n  
experience.”Common. It featured a full-sized 

Ferris wheel, the Zipper, a When you are spinning at three times the force of gravity 
Graviton loud carnival music, games, and all the smells in a ride powered by energy generated from burning 
and sounds of a full-sized carnival. French fry oil “You walk away with renewable energy in 

your bones,” chuckled Palmer.“We are the world’s first green carnival. Basically we 
have about a 2.5 acre midway here running entirely on Sustainival is indeed a full-scale carnival complete with 
renewable energy,” says Antoine Palmer, co-founder of all the smells and sounds, but it’s also absolutely infused 
Sustainival. with environmental messages about building a sustain-

able future.To illustrate the point, Palmer stands beside a large glass 

Sustainival the brain-
child of Joey Hundert

Really big shew! 
Sustainival may be 
about renewable 
energy and 
sustainability, but it's 
also a "a really big 
shew" as Ed Sullivan 
used to say. The 
Edmonton Sustainival 
covered 2.5 acres at 
the Servus Centre in 
Edmonton with dozens 
of carnival rides and 
games and of course 
the theme of 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Really big shew! 
Sustainival may be about 

renewable energy and 
sustainability, but it's also a "a 

really big shew" as Ed Sullivan 
used to say. The Edmonton 

Sustainival covered 2.5 acres at 
the Servus Centre in Edmonton 

with dozens of carnival rides 
and games and of course the 
theme of sustainability woven 
throughout the site and event. 

Joey Hundert 
founder of 
Sustainival 
The founder of 
Sustainival, Joey 
Hundert, came to his 
business partner 
Antoine Palmer one 
day and said, 
“Biodiesel 
Gravitron.” "The idea 
is that if you can spin 
people in a large 
piece of equipment 
at three times the 
force of gravity, and 
demonstrate to them 
that this can all be 
powered through a 
renewable energy," 
recalls Antoine 
Palmer, co-founder 
of Sustainival. 
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The Green Beast

What is sustainability?

with great feedback, and tons of media attention, Palmer and 
Hundert went on to produce 20 carnivals including events in B.C., 

Kids are invited by the Green Beast mascot to solve a puzzle by Calgary, Fort McMurray and even Little Rock Arkansas.
collecting environmental factoids located around the carnival 

This year Sustainival produced events in Lethbridge, Edmonton grounds. Questions like “Canada’s first commercial net-zero 
and Fort McMurray in Alberta.building, named the _______, was built in Edmonton.”
Antoine Palmer grew up in Fort McMurray, Alberta and at 19-The answer of course is the Mosaic Centre, a 30,000 square foot 
years-old left to spend five years as a practicing Hindu office building that powered 100 per cent by solar energy and 
Monk. “I lived an extremely simple life. I realized that heated and cooled with a geothermal system.
you can be completely fulfilled and happy without 

The kids can win prizes, including a super cool electric powered necessarily needing a ton of stuff.”
drift bike, which is also one of the dozens of rides available.

Then Palmer got interested in economics, community 
Sustainival works with local partners such as the City of development and the whole idea of sustainability. 
Edmonton to run Sustainival. They bring support, sustainability “For me, it’s a design problem. It’s like, how do you 
messages and education to carnival goers. meet everybody’s needs in a way that is complete, 

and whole, and sustainable? All the pieces had to “This is an effort that brings the entire community together in one 
fit together and work in harmony,” says Palmer.space to talk about sustainability,” says Heather Wheeliker of the 

City of Edmonton. She says the city is embracing sustainability in 
a way “we’ve never seen before” and that Sustainival is “a great 
way to engage with citizens.” “We have to appreciate that we are being hosted 

by our ecosystems, we’re basically guests, and The City had displays on Edmonton’s amazing waste manage-
we’re dependent on the ecosystems that host us. ment system, they were giving away copies of their Green Home 
And we also significantly influence the Guide and they were there talking to Edmontonians about climate 
ecosystems that host us. So, sustainability is change and energy transition.
about having a win-win relationship with the 

There were also a dozen community and sustainability groups environment,” says Palmer.
there including Sustain SU from the University of Alberta.

Today Palmer is an entrepreneur, and 
Sustainival got its start at the Freezing Man electronica festival in Sustainival is still a big part of his portfolio and 
2011 in Edmonton. “We brought four carnival rides to this it just might be one of the most unique ways of 
Freezing Man concert, indoors at the Northlands Expo Center, engaging people in a conversation about 
and we powered them on biodiesel, and it was amazing. It sustainability that we’ve have ever seen.
basically made the show,” says Palmer.

Take a ride on the biodiesel powered Graviton, 
The event was hosted by the Chamber of Commerce and armed if you get the chance!

Sustainival Edmonton 
Sustainival is a really big show! The Edmonton event covered 2.5 acres on land belonging to Servus credit 

union in Edmonton. Sustainival held events in Lethbridge, Edmonton and Fort McMurray in Alberta in 2017. 
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Solar Thermal 101 – getting to net-positive
Net-positive energy garage suite in Calgary has 
solar thermal and solar PV
By David Dodge and Dylan Thompson

“Not enough!” DC pump between the solar collectors and the water tank. 
The pump for the solar collectors is powered by a small That’s what Cornelius Koster told Tom Jackson of Simple 
solar PV module built in to the solar thermal collector – Solar. The latter had presented a quote for a modest solar 
when the sun shines the collectors heat the glycol, the solar thermal heating system for Koster’s energy efficient 
PV runs the pump and glycol is pushed through heat garage suite.
exchangers in the water tank.

But Koster had grander ambitions. He told Jackman to 
“The brighter the sun shines, the more heat’s being made oversize the system. Use every square inch of space.
and the faster the pump runs,” says Jackman.

“He wanted as much solar power as he could get on that 
According to Jackman, his patented system avoids the building so we’ve maximized the density,” says Jackman. 
complication and expense of conventional high pressure Maximizing density in this case meant installing six solar 
systems, which require more maintenance. When too thermal collectors to produce heat and hot water and five 
much heat is collected a thermostatic valve sends the kilowatts of solar PV to produce electricity.
pipin’ hot glycol through a heat dissipater that looks like 

“So, just doing solar photovoltaic, it would’ve been a little radiators built into the solar collector.
much smaller level of energy production,” says Jackman.

“So it dissipates heat and keeps the glycol at 90 degrees 
Solar thermal advocates are fond of reminding us that Celsius,” says Jackman. “That ensures the glycol doesn’t 
homes, especially those in Canada use about 70 per cent of get any hotter, at which point it would start to degrade. So 
their energy for heating. As solar photovoltaic prices our glycol will last the life of the system.”
continue to plummet, some net-zero home builders have 

Jackman’s other secret ingredient is scale. Solar thermal started pairing solar PV with air-source heat pumps for 
heating systems make a lot of sense on large applications space heating and electric resistance water heaters to 
such a swimming pools.produce hot water.
It will costs $8,000 – $10,000 to install a solar hot water They say it’s more economical.
system in a home, but expanding on this basic system can 
costs little as another $5,000-$6,000 to turn your hot water 
system into a home heating and hot water system. And it’s 

But Jackman says don’t count solar thermal out just yet. this scalability that makes solar thermal more competitive.
Simple Solar has patented a stripped-down approach. 
What his company does is place a simple, solar-powered 

Solar thermal made simple

Solar energy-o-plenty 
When Cornelius Koster built his inner city garage suite in Calgary, Alberta he installed 5.5 kilowatts of 

solar PV to generate electricity and 12.5 kilowatts of solar thermal collectors to supply more than 
enough hot water and heat for the suite. Excess energy is exported to the main house making the 

garage suite net-positive in terms of energy.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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On the matter of installed cost

No natural gas

Backup heat?

Solar thermal homeowner 
in the business

Solar thermal not new

For solar PV advocates who’ve pronounced solar 
thermal as dead, it might come as s surprise to hear 

“Solar thermal is typically $1.50 to $1.80 a watt installed,” says Koster describe his integrated solar thermal/PV 
Jackman. “And PV, it’s come down quite a bit but it’s still around system as “a no brainer,” at least on a new build.
$3, maybe a little under for a very large system, but certainly a 
little more like $3.50 or $4, for smaller systems.”

In our example of the garage suite, the roof has limited space. By “There’s no natural gas hookup to the building,” 
integrating solar thermal with PV Jackman managed to get 12.5 says Koster. Integrating the solar thermal system to 
kilowatts of solar heating energy and 5.5 kilowatts of electricity provide both hot water heating and home heating is 
generation on the roof and the front of the garage suite. what helped make the case for omitting the gas 

hook up and going solar thermal.That’s definitely more than the garage suite needs. This excess 
heat is pumped into the main house. This provides supplementary The garage suite has 2×6 insulated walls with one inch of exterior 
heat to Koster’s home and helps heats his water as well. foam insulation, a foam vapour barrier, and triple-pane windows.  

It has steel cladding on the outside and a 
metal roof, which was ideal for 
mounting the solar modules. It’s best to Solar thermal systems provide anywhere 
make your building energy efficient from 60 – 70 per cent of the heat required 
before trying to generate renewable for hot water and heating. In this case the 
energy.balance comes from an electric resistance 

heater built right into the water tank. This The solar thermal and PV energy 
helps on cloudy winter days and when the systems provides all of the electricity 
demand for heat and hot water is very and heat for the garage suite and a good 
high. portion for the main house as well. 

Koster’s electricity bill had a credit 
balance in the summer months.

Cornelius Koster is a one-time 
After the energy crisis of the 1970s greenpeacer, who is now in the renewable 
Isreal jumped on the solar thermal energy business. He works for GP Joule, a 

bandwagon to cut their dependence on fossil fuels. Today solar “100 per cent renewable company.”
water heaters are used in 90 per cent of Israeli homes. In Cyprus 

“We build utility scale solar,” says Koster. “We have wind parks and Greece 30 – 40 per cent of homes use solar water heating 
in Germany, Italy and France.” systems.
The idea to build a 100 per cent renewable energy garage suite Koster says his system will pay for itself in 20 years. This number 
“…came from a lifelong passion for the environment, and goes down as much as half in countries that have higher amounts 
obviously in recent years the affordability of solar and it’s not just of insolation (more sunshine). It goes down even more the more 
on the PV side but also on the thermal side,” says Koster. heat energy you require. Think swimming pools, hot tubs and a 

giant family that showers all the time (but hopefully not at the Koster wanted workspace in a garage and a suite to rent out. He 
same time) the better a solar thermal system will look.lives in Ramsay, an inner city neighbourhood of Calgary within 

walking distance of downtown–a high value place to build a Since Tom Jackman started Simple Solar eight years ago he has 
rental suite. While it’s true Koster wants to do the ‘right thing,’ the installed about 80 solar thermal projects in the Calgary area. 
garage suite is also an investment. These days about half of his clients also want to install solar PV to 

generate electricity.“The PV obviously has a shorter payback than the thermal, but 
personally I always think long term,” says Koster. “I’m not One thing we have learned at Green Energy Futures is the pace of 
necessarily too concerned about payback. Both systems will pay innovation in the renewable energy space is incredible. This story 
themselves back easily within 20 years. PV obviously a lot has certainly make us think again about solar thermal heating as 
sooner. another renewable energy solution in the toolbox.

Koster says his system 
will pay for itself in 20 years. 

This number goes 
down as much as half 
in countries that have 

higher amounts of insolation 
(more sunshine). 

It goes down even more 
the more heat energy 

you require. 

Keeping solar thermal 
simple 

Tom Jackman of 
Simple Solar in 

Calgary, Alberta has 
installed 80 solar 

thermal systems in 
homes and 

businesses. His secret 
to keeping solar 

thermal cost 
competitive is his 

patented simple solar 
thermal system.

Garage suite partially powers and heats the main home 
Looking out the window of the garage suite you can see 

Cornelius Koster's main home that is partially heated and 
powered by surplus energy from the net-positive garage suite. 
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Alberta students school 
Premier Rachel Notley 
on climate change
The premier visits for the second year in a row
By David Dodge & Dylan Thompson

There’s a stereotype about young people. They don’t care travel to the climate talks in Paris to deliver their paper 
about the big issues facing the world. They’re apathetic, but the Edmonton Public School Board cancelled all 
cynical, and uninterested. But some students in the travel to the country due to fears of terrorist activity 
Centre for Global Education’s Connect2 program are following the 2015 Paris Attacks.
tackling the issue of climate change and taking their 

Hearing this, Premier Rachael Notley of Alberta came 
message straight to the big boss.

and received the students’ white paper herself at a virtual 
This past March, Connect2 students from Queen town hall of thousands of students from all over Alberta. 
Elizabeth High School in Edmonton and around Alberta Interestingly, the content of that student white paper was 
played host to a virtual town hall to share recommenda- strikingly similar to the Alberta government’s freshly 
tions about how Alberta’s schools can show climate minted Climate Leadership plan. It would seem great 
leadership. minds really do think alike. This fact was not lost on 

Notley who was clearly moved by the work of the 
Terry Godwaldt is a teacher at Queen Elizabeth High 

students.
School. In a rousing speech, he explains to the students 
why their work is so important. This March she returned to Queen Elizabeth High School 

as the students prepare another white paper on what 
“Everything that you’re going to be writing down in your 

Alberta schools can do about climate change.
small groups is going to be recorded and is going to be 
received by our premier,” says Godwaldt, “I don’t know “You’ve produced, as I said the last time that I was here, 
about you. But there aren’t a whole lot of times in our one of the most extensive climate change documents ever 
lives when we have an opportunity to have such a strong written by young people, and I’m so proud of the 
voice.” leadership shown by Alberta’s students on this issue,” 

says Notley.

Learning about climate change is critical to today’s youth Last November Connect2 students collaborated with 
says Leah Buchanan, a student at Queen Elizabeth High other students from around the world to produce a white 
School in Edmonton: “We now acknowledge that climate paper full of recommendations on how government 
change is an extremely important issue facing our world,” should tackle climate change.
says Buchanan. 

Students from Queen Elizabeth High School were set to 

Premier received student COP21 
Climate change in every subjectwhite paper on climate change

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Premier Rachael Notley of Alberta took questions 
from students involved in a virtual town hall held at 

Queen Elizabeth High School in Edmonton. 
Students from all over Alberta are preparing a 

white paper on how schools can take action on 
climate change both inside and outside the 

classroom. Notley was there to take questions and 
hear from students
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“So educating the youth who are going to be our future is—I solar could be installed on Alberta schools, and got 
think—a major step in combating climate change. We’re looking right to the point when given the chance to question the 
at reworking the curriculum so that we teach the youth of our premier.
country, our upcoming youth all about how to respond to climate 

“What do you think of using the CBE, Alberta’s largest 
change,” says Buchanan.

school district, as a pilot project to increase solar usage 
Some students lament that climate change is just an afterthought in Alberta, as well as build kids’ awareness about 
in school courses today. energy efficiency and renewable energy?” Charlton 

asked. “Who do I talk to in your government about 
“Currently in subjects such as science, in grade 10, you start out 

getting this low-cost energy and education idea off 
with all your different cells and that stuff,” says Mudassar Javid, 

ground?”
another Queen Elizabeth student. “At the end, there’s a small unit 
for climate leadership, which is handed out as a booklet to study Notley surprised Charlton with her answer: “It’s 
on your own.” exactly that kind of idea that you’re going to see 

our energy efficiency group work with and then on 
Stephanie Zawaduk yet another student at Queen Elizabeth High 

top of it, there will be other programs to incent 
School says climate change education shouldn’t just be taught in 

renewable energy productions.”
science class.

The premier then indicated she’d help set up a 
“We want to integrate talking about climate change in every-

meeting with Environment Minister Shannon 
thing, because it is in everything,” says Zawaduk. “So no, it’s not 

Phillips to discuss the idea.
always going to be in science class, ’cause not all these kids are 
going to be scientists, right? Not everyone is going to work in a 
lab or be a doctor, it doesn’t work like that.”

It was a long and tiring day for the students, presenting Javid and other students would like to see climate change 
their research to each other, asking questions of the education as its own unit in some courses and integrated across 
premier of Alberta and struggling to come up with their the curriculum. Premier Notley’s visit was especially pleasing 
very best ideas.for Javid because it showed a much different side to the govern-

ment than he was used to seeing. Once their research was complete, representatives from 
each student team assembled with graduate students from “The fact that she was so involved really surprised me, because 
the University of Alberta and began the work of digesting the image that we get from the government isn’t one of focusing 
the work down to a concise white paper on how schools can on environment, but it’s more of economics and that aspect of the 
take action on Climate change in the curriculum and beyond.society.”
The students’ ideas will be presented to David Eggen, the 
Alberta minister of education near the end of May. Whether 
the minister accepts their recommendations or not, these 

Colin Charlton a student at the Career and Technology Centre in 
students are already deeply engaged in shaping the world they 

Calgary had done his homework. He investigated how much 
will inherit, when they are old enough to vote.

Saying no to the malaise of apathy

What about solar on schools?
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VLBERT WOOD W STE

RECYCLING SSOCI TION

PROMOTING CLOSED LOOP WOOD WASTE
RECYCLING RESOURCES

PARTNERS IN ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Join us and contribute to developing the wood waste recycling industry!

 “TODAY'S WOOD WASTE – TOMORROW'S RESOURCES”
Integrating reuse and waste to energy solutions of our renewable resources.

Think Wood Waste Recycling
R 4:   Rethink   -   Reduce   -   Reuse   -   Recycle

The wood waste recycling industry needs your knowledge as an industry leader.

Become a member today!

www.awwra.ca
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Gordon Howell, solar pioneer installed 
first grid-connected solar system in 
Western Canada

Gordon Howell is a solar pioneer. He installed the first foremost experts on solar in Canada.
grid-connected solar system in Western Canada on his 
home in Edmonton, Alberta in 1995.

Today Gordon is at the heart of a growing community of 
people getting involved with solar energy. He foresees a “In June 1994, Edmonton Power called me up out of the 
day when everybody has solar on their home. blue, and they were wanting to understand this 
“It’s really fascinating what’s happening with solar these technology.’”
days. It’s growing tremendously. Since 2009, it’s been The company said they were looking to do a project to 
growing at about 95 per cent a year,” says Gordon. learn about the barriers to connecting solar to the grid. 
Gordon has been involved with solar energy since the “And I said, ‘Well, I’ve always wanted to put a solar 
time of the oil crisis of the late electric system on the roof of my 
1970s. He began his career house, so that I can live and work 
working for the Alberta Research with the technology I was 
Council on the Solar and Wind consulting in.’ And they said, 
Energy Research Program in 1977. ‘Great, let’s do a project,’” says 
He went on to start a renewable Gordon.
energy group at his Alma Mater, So Edmonton Power hired 
the Department of Electrical Gordon as a professional engineer 
Engineering at the University of to install a grid-connected solar 
Alberta. electric system on his own roof, the first in Western 
Gordon was hired to monitor some of the first solar Canada and the 12th in Canada.
systems in the country for the federal government. And 
since “The university at the time really didn’t even have a 
budget for me. So, I started my own company (Howell-
Mayhew Engineering) in 1985 to monitor the 

Solar systems are pretty simple, consisting of a solar array performance of energy efficient houses, and solar electric 
mounted on a south-facing roof. It harvests energy from systems.”
sunshine to create DC electricity which is converted by an 

“I didn’t know anything about solar electricity at the time, inverter into AC electricity and used by your home and 
really, who was there to learn from?” recalls Gordon. But your neighbours via the grid.
over the last 30 years Gordon has become one of the 

First grid connected solar system in 
the West

Solar, a dance between your home 
and the grid

Solar systems are pretty 
simple, consisting of a 

solar array mounted on a 
south-facing roof.

Gordon Howell installing first solar system 
Gordon Howell installed the first grid-connected solar array in Western Canada in 1995 on his 

own home. Today that system would cost one quarter of what it cost then! 
Photo courtesy of Gordon HowellSUMMER 2017
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“It’s really fascinating because there’s this dance that since 2015 and new solar rebate programs offered by the 
happens between your house and the grid all the time. So province are expected to result in 5,000 – 10,000 new 
at night, you’re using electricity from the grid, in the solar systems over the next two years.
daytime you’re generating your own and if it’s a bright 

“The International Energy Agency expects that by, 2030 
sunny day, you’re sending excess to the grid,” says 

or so, it’ll (solar) supply about a sixth of the world’s 
Gordon. “Your meter gives the electricity company two 

electricity,” says Gordon.
numbers. One is used to give you a credit on your bill and 
the other one is used to give a charge on your bill.”

There is a certain elegance in the simplicity of solar 
“Get a year’s worth of electricity bills together, add up all energy. “There are no controls, there’s no noise. You don’t 

the kilowatt hours of energy that have to turn switches, you don’t hear 
you use over the year,” says anything, the electricity just goes 
Gordon, and then talk to a reputable where it goes,” says Gordon.
solar installer (see Solar Energy 

Gordon’s solar system is 2.3 Society of Alberta). They will check 
kilowatts, initially enough to provide out your home, the roof orientation, 
40 per cent of his electricity, but after shading and other factors and 
getting an energy efficient fridge and provide you with a quote to power 
ditching an energy inefficient freezer your home with solar.
he was able to provide all of his 

The average home in Alberta uses electricity from the small solar 
7,200 kilowatt hours of electricity.system.

In Edmonton, Alberta this would 
mean a solar system of about 6.3 
kilowatts, depending on your 
energy requirements. That will run 
between $17,000 and $19,000 and 

Gordon’s solar system is still working you can save about $4,700 off that 
today, the technology hasn’t changed much, but the price, price thanks to rebates.
that’s another story: “When I put the solar electric system 

Alberta has one of the best solar resources in Canada. A 
on my own house it cost $40,000, and we could do the 

solar module here will produce almost 60 per cent more 
same system today for about $9,000.”

electricity than the same solar module in Hamburg, 
And this explains why solar has become the leading clean Germany.
technology in the world making up the largest single slice 

Snow is not a problem either, since studies at NAIT in of the $287 billion global investment in clean energy in 
Edmonton have found losses of only five percent due to 2016. So far 303 gigawatts of solar have been installed in 
snow. Turns out solar modules love our cold climate.the world, that’s about one billion solar modules, enough 

the circle the globe 40 times if lined up end to end. Gordon Howell may have been the lonely solar guy in 
1994, but he is about to have a lot of company.  People are The City of Edmonton is also looking to solar as one way 
installing solar on their homes and businesses across the to achieve its energy transition goal of generating 10 per 
planet in record numbers.cent of electricity locally from renewable energy sources. 

And recently the city adopted a policy of dedicating one 
per cent of new capital construction budgets to on-site 
renewable energy. Solar capacity has doubled in Alberta 

Want to go solar?

Solar the leading clean 
energy technology in the 
world

We created this story from interviews done for the City of Edmonton’s Renewable 
video and blog series. Renewable is a series about visionaries, creators, 
community leaders and above all Edmontonians, each with a unique vision of a 
sustainable future in the heart of Canada’s fossil fuel industry.

Solar everywhere 
"It's really fascinating what's happening with solar these days. It's 
growing tremendously. Since 2009, it's been growing at about 95% a 
year. We see it growing even faster over the next coming years. It's on 
its way to becoming ubiquitous in life, where it will be second nature for 
everybody to put a solar electric system on their roof.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Solar, the dance between home and grid 
"When you have a solar electric system in your house, it's really 

fascinating because there's this dance that happens between your 
house and the grid all the time," explains solar pioneer Gordon Howell. 
During the day you may export solar electricity to the grid and at night 
you buy electricity back from the grid. Gordon is the subject of a new 

video series by the City of Edmonton entitled "Renewable." Watch the 
video: bit.ly/2sOrrT8 Photo from the video “Renewable”

Net-zero home is solar powered 
Builders like Landmark homes are already 

building solar powered net-zero homes like this 
one. The average Edmonton home would need 

6.3 kilowatt solar system to provide all of its 
electricity. 

SUMMER 2017
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Two important things happened in the electric vehicle if you order one today it will be 2018 before your order is 
(EV) world in recent months: Late last year Quebec filled.
became the first Canadian province to adopt a Klippenstein says 86 Bolts sold in February, its debut 
requirement for the sales of zero-emission vehicles and month in Canada. That’s good, but the Volt, Tesla S and 
then in February General Motors Tesla X all had faster sales on debut.
debuted its long awaited Chevy 

In all-time sales the Chevy Volt Bolt, a long range, low-priced EV.
reigns supreme with sales of 10,000 

The Bolt is Chevy’s long-awaited in Canada since launch in 2011. 
“pure electric vehicle priced for the “That’s about one third of the plug-
mass market” says Matthew in electric vehicles in Canada,” says 
Klippenstein, a Canadian blogger Klippenstein.
who writes for Green Car Reports in 

With 5,000 all-time sales the second the U.S.
top seller is the luxury Tesla Model 

The Bolt has a range of 380 S “that has really redefined 
kilometers and has a suggested retail everyone’s public image of what an 
price of $43,000, but with rebates in electric vehicle can be, to great 
Ontario the car clocks in at about credit to Elon Musk and his team,” 
$29,000, which makes it the most says Klippenstein.
inexpensive long-range EV on the 

Nissan has also sold about 5,000 market.
Leafs. “So between those three 
vehicles, you have about two-thirds 
of the Canadian market so far,” says 

“General Motors pulled off quite a 
Klippenstein.

coup because everyone expected Tesla to be the first to 
EV sales last year were: Quebec (4,794), Ontario (3,277) introduce this kind of a 300 kilometer, reasonably 
and British Columbia (2,093) largely because of affordable vehicle,” says Klippenstein. Elon Musk 
incentives of up to $14,000. For comparison 330 EVs announced the Tesla Model 3 as an affordable EV that will 
were purchased in Alberta last year.sell for $35,000 US ($46,000 Cdn). Tesla has received 

more than 400,000 pre-orders for the Tesla 3 which means 

The GM EV coup

Continued on page 19
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By David Dodge

Chevy Bolt: the first low-priced, 
long-range electric vehicle
We talk to Matthew Klippenstein, Canada's green car guru 
on the state of EVs in Canada

2016 Nissan LEAF 
For the 2016 model year, LEAF adds a number of significant enhancements – 

beginning with a new 30 kWh battery for LEAF SV and LEAF SL models that delivers 
an EPA-estimated driving range of 171 km on a fully charged battery. Photo Nissan

The Tesla 3 made waves 
After Elon Musk announced the Tesla 3 long-range 
EV at a price point of $35,000 U.S. last year, more 

than 400,000 people dropped a $1,000 deposit to get 
in line for the car that may start rolling off the 

production line in late 2017. Photo techcrunch.com

SUMMER 2017
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ventilation & air quality, and the improvement of home durability. Since
2003, we have completed over 24,450 BUILT GREEN® certified 
homes represented in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and 
Ontario—including the units in multi-storey projects, over 26,990.

We work with residential builders interested in responsible sustainability practices. Our programs are third-party certified and 
builders are governed by a professional code of conduct.

BUILT GREEN® homes offer a healthier home environment, durability, lower environmental impact, reduction in monthly
operating costs, rebates, and more.

BUILT GREEN® builders are those who take the next step and focus beyond energy efficiency, continuing on the path to
building better. Our programs are affordable, offer a competitive advantage, and pass along benefits to customers.

Built Green programs integrate the EnerGuide label and include the preservation of natural resources, reduction of pollution,

Built Green Canada 
780.485.0920 
info@builtgreencanada.ca 
www.builtgreencanada.ca

“There aren’t any policy supports for “I’m not at all a car person. I don’t really care for sports 
electric vehicles in Alberta, but one model cars or SUVs or the Escalades, and all that kinda 
has actually managed to sell about the stuff,” says Klippenstein. “I’m a window shopping 
same number in B.C. as in Alberta, and techie guy perhaps, with environmental ideals. I’d like 
that’s the Volvo XC90 plug-in hybrid, it’s a to leave a smaller footprint, and push as far forward on 
luxury SUV,” says Klippenstein. the sustainability side as I can in my time here.”

Quebec has mostly renewable hydro power 
and electric vehicles help reduce emissions 
significantly in that province. One car 
dealership, Bourgeois Chevrolet in Klippenstein says his favourite EV is the Chevy Volt: 
Rawdon, north of Montreal, is the top EV “My favourite electric vehicle because it’s introduced 

dealership in Canada. so many people, who wouldn’t ordinarily consider 
electric vehicles, to the plug-in hybrid or to the plug-in “The owner of the dealership … was so enthusiastic that he 
electric vehicle market.”encouraged and eventually required the sales people to become 

fully trained on how to sell plug-in electric vehicles. They sell a “That said, I do have to give a lot of credit to the Tesla 
large number of Chevy Volts. They had a 200-person waiting list Model S, the luxury vehicle that Tesla produces, 
for the Chevy Bolt. And as a comparison, a 200-person waiting because it actually inspired or embarrassed General 
list, that is twice as large as the number of Bolt sales in Canada in Motors into making the Volt. So while I would say that 
February, which was not quite 90,” says Klippenstein. perhaps my democratic, every-man heart would like to 

put the Volt first, my brain says, ‘Well really the Tesla 
Model S is even more important,’” says Klippenstein.

So how did Matthew Klippenstein, an engineer living in 
Vancouver become Canada’s electric vehicle guru?

Klippenstein says “I’m not a truck guy” but ever the EV evange-“Our family bought a plug-in hybrid vehicle in late 2012, a Prius 
list, he is watching Ford closely since the announcement that a plug-in. It was the first five-seater plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 
plug-in hybrid F150 truck will be available in 2020. “The Ford F-which had a decently-sized trunk. And although I could find 
150 truck, it’s the best-selling vehicle in Canada for 50 years, and online a lot of statistics about the US market, I couldn’t find any 
it is about seven per cent of the Canadian market. It sold 145,000 about Canada. So I decided to be the guy who tried to compile the 
last year out of a market of not quite two million.”statistics. And once I did that, I thought, ‘Well, maybe I can share 

these statistics with other people who might be in Canada, but If you are interested in following evolution of electric vehciles 
reading American car websites.’ And to their credit, check out Klippenstein’s blog at Green Car Reports and anytime 
greencarreports.com took a chance on me,” says Klippenstein. you want you can check out his publicly available Canadian Plug-

in Hybrid Vehciles Sales spreadsheet online.But hold it, by his own admission Matthew isn’t even a car 
person.

Chevy Volt is favourite, but Tesla 
changed the world

The accidental EV guru

An F150 plug-in hybrid?

Matthew Klippenstein is 
an engineer living in 
Vancouver B.C. that 
maintains the definitive 
list of electric vehicle 
sales in Canada and 
writes for the U.S. blog 
Green Car Reports. 
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Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Brazeau County
 – Solar in oil country
Hewers of wood, drillers of oil – municipal offices powered 
by solar energy

Bart Guyon is a rancher and businessman. Decked out in celebration event.
his trademark suspenders the Reeve of Brazeau County 
certainly looks the part and when asked to describe his 
home he smiles and shares a practiced line: “Brazeau 

“What we’re doing is showcasing our solar initiative,” 
County I think is one of those places that fuels the spirit of 

says Guyon as he greets me at the county office.
independence. We have lots of wide 
open spaces, lots of opportunities, In 2016 Brazeau County adopted 
and it’s just a great place to work, the Climate Energy and Climate 
rest and play.” Action Plan and then started 

looking for new opportunities.
Brazeau County is located to the 
west of Drayton Valley, Alberta “We took a look at it and we saw 
about 150 kilometers southwest of the instability of the whole 
Edmonton, in the heart of oil and gas electrical industry and who is 
country. providing power. We saw that the 

governments were looking at 
On the western edge of the county 

starting the carbon tax so we just 
sits the Brazeau Dam and a 355 

thought we’d try something that 
megwatt hydro power plant, which 

might be able to help stabilize our 
has an unusual feature, a pumping 

energy costs,” says Guyon.
system to put water back above the 
dam to recharge the reservoir. The “We know that the only place the 
economic engine of Brazeau is oil power prices will go is up. And 
and gas, forestry, agriculture and tourism. The beautiful when you see the carbon tax, 
Pembina River carves its way through the forests as does we’ve got $20 bucks a tonne right now and another $10 
the North Saskatchewan. bucks next year, Trudeau wants to add $20,” says Guyon. 

“You never know where that’s going to end.”
We are here not to talk about the price of oil or the woes of 
softwood trade policies, but for the Brazeau County Solar 

Oil and gas county goes solar

Solar on every building 
Jason Atkinson of ENMAX, Bart Guyon 

REEVE and Winston Rossouw Director of 
Public Works at the unveiling of Brazeau 

County’s solar projects. 

“We took a look at it 
and we saw the 
instability of the whole 
electrical industry and 
who is providing 
power. We saw that 
the governments were 
looking at starting the 
carbon tax so we just 
thought we’d try 
something that might 
be able to help 
stabilize our energy 
costs,” says Bart 
Guyon, Reeve of 
Brazeau County. The 
county has installed 
280 kilowatts of solar 
on various county 
buildings. 
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Solar powered offices, fire halls and water 
treatment facilities

Reeve gets on the solar train too

Brazeau County started looking a solar energy, working with 
solar arrays totaling 40 kilowatts on Quonset’s on two of his Jason Atkinson of ENMAX and they have since installed 900 
own ranches.solar modules on county buildings.

“To date since January I’ve generated 15 megawatts of “We’ve put solar panels on our county office building where we 
power which equates to 800 or 900 dollar savings already hold our meetings, we’ve got it on our shop, we’ve got it on our 
and that’s just in the winter months, so I’m really excited to water facilities and we’ve got it on our fire station at Lodgepole,” 
see how it will perform over the summer and for the next says Guyon. “And like those commercials late at night ‘that’s not 
25-30 years,” says Guyon.all’ – we’re actually putting another 30,000 watts in Bretton on 

the fire hall.” “If you put your money where your mouth is and you 
have money invested, you clearly want to watch it Guyon says the county has looked at numerous alternative 
and see how it’s going to perform. If it works out energy strategies such as hydro, run-of-river and wind as well as 
good I’m going to tell everybody, if it doesn’t combined heat and power, a more efficient way of using natural 
work out, well, we’ll cancel this interview,” gas.
chuckles Guyon.

“We’re clearly an oil and gas town, that’s what fuels this county, 
It’s one thing to generate clean electricity, but we’ve got forestry and they are a significant contributor to jobs 
Guyon now wants to complete an energy audit and we’ve got agriculture and tourism, but clearly it’s oil and gas 
on county buildings to find savings using – what we are trying to do is take a look at the different opportuni-
energy efficiency. “Grandpa said there’s two ties with alternative energy regardless of how efficient we are at 
ways to make money, the money you make and producing our hydrocarbons the world is moving to alternative 
the money you save.”energy and we need to be part of that program,” say Guyon.

Rural counties and rural folks alike relish in 
spirit of independence and solar appears to fuel 
that spirit and serve as a hedge against It’s a forward looking strategy that Guyon says will serve 
increasing energy costs, carbon levies and as a residents and the county well. He’s so impressed with the 
new source of energy in an increasingly carbon potential of solar that Guyon has installed a couple of impressive 
constrained world.

Solar, solar everywhere! 
Brazeau County may be the home of the oil and gas industry 

but the rural Alberta county is diversifying it's interests into 
clean energy. The county has installed solar on its offices, 

shops, fire hall, and water treatment plant to generate 30 per 
cent of the electricity it needs in its buildings. 

Photo Great Canadian Solar
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Skeena
– Canada’s largest passive house
Passive homes pave the way to zero-emissions 
buildings in Vancouver
By David Dodge & Dylan Thompson

Vancouver, the self-styled “world’s greenest city” has And this is where Scott Kennedy of Cornerstone 
built Canada’s largest passive house. It’s all part of an Architecture comes in. He was designing a new 85-unit 
effort to combat a severe and pioneer a new pathway to building for 8th Avenue Development Group and he 
zero emission buildings. That’s great because buildings proposed to the developer they could save $450,000 on 
account for 25 per cent of all carbon emissions world- mechanical systems and another $150,000 on natural gas 
wide. if they built to a passive house standard instead of LEED 

Gold.Vancouver even has a Greenest City Action Plan and is 
working on a Zero Emissions Housing Plan. Vancouver Kennedy instead proposed to spend the money on 
is a coastal city and Sean Pander, Vancouver’s green passive house certified materials such as windows and 
buildings manager acknowledges this reality. double R40 walls.

“We’ve got sea level rise, and we recognize that we’re Pander from the City of Vancouver says their initial 
one of those cities that’s going to live with the impact. reaction was “Wow, this gets us much quicker to the 
With the fisheries and the changing water temperatures, outcomes we want to see happen.”
the impacts are real, we’re starting to feel them here right They were pleasantly surprised the developer proposed 
now.” the solution. and are working with them to understand the 
“In Vancouver we’re looking to have all new buildings drivers. In fact the City is so enamoured with the passive 
achieve zero emissions by the year 2030.” house idea they are already writing it into policy as an 

option for builders.

The passive house standard is relatively new to Canada. 
However, it’s very big in Europe. They have more than But Vancouver isn’t waiting until 2029 to get started. 
60,000 passive standard buildings.“Currently in our rezoning policy, we’re been requiring 

that new developments that want a rezoning commit to The result is Canada’s largest passive house, an 85 unit 
LEED Gold certification and to be 22 per cent more building in Vancouver.
efficient than the building code requires.”

Build it green – creativity is welcome

Skeena Passive House 
The Heights or Skeena Passive House is an

85 unit complex built to passive house standard in Vancouver
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The difference between LEED Gold and passive house standard It’s Vancouver’s Rental 100 policy that trades favorable zoning 
is a singular focus on energy. The passive house standard is and waives development levys if developers commit to retain 
designed to be 90 per cent more energy efficient than a standard 100 per cent of the suites as rentals for 60 years. So here we have 
building. a city with two big goals dovetailing at once. They want to 

radically transform the energy efficiency of their city to combat 
climate change while providing more affordable housing.

The Skeena project is not even complete, but Kennedy says Insulation – this building uses 35 cm (14 inch) thick double R40 
Cornerstone Architecture is already working on 16 more passive walls with a 2×6 external insulated wall, a two inch layer of 
house projects.polystyrene insulation and an inside insulated 2×4 wall where all 

the plumbing and wiring goes; the roof is R60; The passive house standard requires the use of certified windows 
with special insulated frames that cost three times as much. This No thermal bridges – a continuous layer of polystyrene 
has local window companies folks keeping a close watch. Anton insulation protects the building from the outside world. There are 
Van Dyk of Centra Windows says North American triple glazed very few places where exterior wood touches interior wood or 
windows are great. However, they still don’t meet the passive cement touches cement;
house standard. Redesigning the frames would cost up to 

Passive House certified components – the windows cost three 
$300,000. This means window companies are watching closely 

times that of typical windows. But, that’s because of their super-
to see if the market for passive homes takes off.

insulated frames which, for now, are imported along with doors 
from Europe;

Heat Recovery Ventilators – there are no dryer, kitchen, 
Vancouver is able to set building standards thanks to a city bathroom or other vents to the outside world. All fresh air comes 
charter, special powers granted to the city by the province. The through an 85 per cent efficient heat recovery system, also 
cities of Edmonton and Calgary are currently negotiating city imported from Europe, for now;
charters with the province of Alberta to get similar powers.

No furnace – each suite will require about 300 watts of heat 
Builders, developers, suppliers and three levels of government which will be provided by small electric resistance heaters. For 
convened recently in Vancouver at the Pembina Institute’s the record that’s about one third of the energy of a single hair 
Pathways to Net-Zero thought leader forum. Among attendees, dryer.
there is an emerging consensus that new buildings can and 
should be net-zero standard.

In Vancouver it appears that the passive house concept is ready to 
The beauty of the Skeena passive house, properly known as “The 

deliver energy efficiency, radical emissions reductions and an 
Heights” is renters will live in one of the highest quality build-

affordable path to the super energy efficient buildings of the 
ings in Vancouver. This is in stark contrast to the plague of leaky 

future.
condos built in the building booms of yesterday.

Five secrets of this passive house design

Vancouver’s special charter city powers

Leaky condos no more

It may look innocuous, but The Heights is so energy efficient, it doesn’t even use gas for heating! 
Photo Cornerstone Architecture
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Nova Scotia has created the first energy 
efficiency utility in Canada
EfficiencyOne's goal is simple, help Nova Scotians save energy.

By David Dodge & Dylan Thompson

What’s that old saying, a penny saved is a penny earned? deliver energy efficiency and energy conservation 
programs. But here’s the problem: utility companies Nova Scotia really took this idea to heart in 2010 when it 
make money when they sell energy. Asking these created Efficiency Nova Scotia (ENS). EfficiencyOne is 
companies to spend money with the goal of encouraging the franchise holder of ENS and the first energy efficiency 
lessened demand for their primary income source is utility in Canada.
loopy. It’s like contracting the local wolf to build your hen 

“Our only job is to save energy…We have performance house.
targets, which are energy savings 

The only thing EfficiencyOne does is targets, which we must meet. If we do 
save energy. And “In the regulatory not meet those performance targets, it 
framework, there is a cost-effectiveness puts our franchise at risk,” says 
test that’s applied to the programs.” S tephen  MacDona ld  CEO of  
T h i s  k e e p s  t h e  p r e s s u r e  o n  EfficiencyOne.
EfficiencyOne to produce the most 

Just like utilities that produce electric- savings at the lowest cost.
ity, “We will make an application to our 
regulator, the Utility and Review 
Board, for how many gigawatt hours of 
electricity that we can deliver at what 

“If you think about Nova Scotia as cost,” says MacDonald.
being one big electricity bill, electricity “Energy efficiency is acquired for 

costs are $110 million lower in 2016, than they otherwise about three cents a kilowatt hour,” says MacDonald. 
would have been. So that’s about an 8 per cent reduction “Compare that in our jurisdiction to about 10 cents a 
in our electricity load,” says MacDonald.kilowatt hour for wind energy.”
That’s $110 million saved every year. MacDonald says he 
expects greenhouse gas emissions to be “12 per cent 
lower than they otherwise would have been if not for Often in traditional electricity markets you will see 
energy efficiency.”conventional utility companies contracted or required to 

How effective is energy 
efficiency?

Unique in Canada

Efficiency Nova Scotia bags Energy Star Award 
The Honourable Jim Carr, Minister of Natural Resources Canada presents an Energy Star Award to 

Stephen MacDonald of EfficiencyOne in Winnipeg Manitoba, May 24, 2016. Photo Lyle 
Stafford/CNW

Efficiency Days 
Efficiency Nova Scotia hosts Energy Efficiency 
Days at the Discovery Centre in Halifax to help 
youth understand and get involved in energy 

efficiency. Photo Efficiency NS
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More than 225,000 Nova Scotians have participated in Nova’s The utility has also partnered with retailers such as 
Scotia’s energy efficiency programs to date. True to his word Home Depot and Canadian Tire to offer in-store 
MacDonald says the cost of this energy was remarkably “a little rebates on high efficiency LED light bulbs, program-
less than three cents a kilowatt hour and that’s on a levelized mable thermostats, power bars, etc.
basis.”

“We have rebates on more low-cost measures, like lighting. So The agency has energy specialists who develop custom pro-
LED lighting at a Home Depot, for example. But we also offer grams with business and industry. One such project saved a client 
larger rebates on appliances,” says MacDonald. millions.
Then they support high performance heat pumps, like the air- “We have energy specialists who will go in and work with the 
source heat pumps you see in net-zero homes. client to do a feasibility study of what might work best for them. 
EfficiencyOne will consult with homeowners, audit their homes We’ll negotiate with them an incentive, if they move forward 
and reward them when homeowners take measures that move the with the project.”
energy consumption needle. Since 2010, the utility has helped more than 8,400 small 
“We have a new home construction program,” says MacDonald. businesses improve their energy efficiency. They estimate those 
“And if you’re building a new home, for example, we’ll offer businesses have saved nearly $10 million in 2015.
incentives if you bring it to a certain efficiency level. We’re just EfficiencyOne has also supported the construction of 13 
about to launch a pilot in a couple weeks for a passive house pilot, commercial buildings “to a high efficiency standard.”
and we’re trying to encourage the building community to look at 
passive house design as an option.”

A passive house is a big prize. One common definition is of a “We’ve done studies about how much potential there is in Nova 
home 90 per cent more energy efficient than a conventional Scotia for energy efficiency, and using conservative estimates, 
home. through energy efficiency, the electricity load in the province can 

be reduced by at least 30% over the next 25-30 years,” says Because EfficiencyOne is an independent, non-profit utility that 
MacDonald.is paid for results, this also means upgrading low-rent homes can 

be profitable, in terms of energy savings. Alberta is busy setting up its new Energy Efficiency Alberta 
agency to be funded by $542 million from carbon taxes. So are In 2014, EfficiencyOne upgraded the insulation or draft proofing 
there lessons here for Alberta?of 160 low-rent apartments at no charge. This helped more than 

6,000 low-income tenants save money. “At a high level, I think Alberta could adopt a model like Nova 
Scotia, and again that’s being a performance-based organization Since 2011, the utility has supported the construction of 4,000 
that’s independent of government and utilities,” says energy efficient homes. Over this same period, 5,500 low-
MacDonald. “It would have to work a little different in Alberta’s income homeowners received upgrades to their homes that 
deregulated market, but the key things to do are pretty simple.”EfficiencyOne estimates saved them nearly $6 million dollars in 

2015. Set clear targets and focus on building awareness of the organiza-
tion and the brand is critical, says MacDonald. EfficiencyOne Since 2010, the utility has recycled more than 31,000 inefficient 
spends five to seven per cent of its budget on marketing, outreach appliances. They did this by offering no-charge pick up and 
and education and has customer satisfaction rates of about 90 per disposal of old “fridges, freezers and air conditioners.” Citizens 
cent.that participate even receive a “small financial reward.”

Making business more competi-
Energy efficiency from soup to nuts tive

Only in Nova Scotia?

Spotting efficiency 
Children stop to use 

EfficiencyOne's “Spot 
it” app at a Summer 

Tour event. The 
Summer Tour is an 

annual outreach effort 
where EfficiencyOne 

visits local 
communities 

throughout the 
province during fairs 
and festivals to talk 

about energy 
efficiency. Photo 

EfficiencyOne

GreenLeaf Farms go LED 
EfficiencyOne helped GoodLeaf Farms invest in 
special LED lighting for their indoor horticultural 
grow-op for green leafy vegetables saving them 

$37,000 per year. Photo Efficiency NS
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Home builders embrace net-zero 
 with new labelling program

Truth in advertising - a net-zero label helps consumers 
  and builders alike

By David Dodge

Until quite recently net-zero homes were pio- Change is calling for a “net-zero energy ready” model 
neered mostly by an early adopter group of building code by 2030.
passionate, mission driven home builders 
pursuing the holy grail of a self sufficient home 
that produces all of its own energy.

Companies like Habitat The Canadian Home Builders 
Studio, Effect Homes and Association (CHBA) represents 
Landmark Homes are 8,500 companies across Canada 
among many of the so- involved in a $34 billion industry.
called early adopters of net-

“At the beginning of May, we zero.
launched our Net Zero Energy 

“We need to be building Home Labelling Program and 
energy efficient homes,” essentially it’s a way for us to 

says Sonja Winkelmann, recognize not only the homes, but 
Director of Net-Zero Energy the builders, as well as the renova-

Housing with the Canadian tors,” says Winkelmann.
Home Builders’ Association.

“A net-zero home is one that 
And now “We are seeing the next produces as much energy as it 

wave of builders…a lot of it has to consumes over the course of the 
do with the changes that are year. And that energy that it 
coming down with the building produces, in our case, must be 
codes,” says Winkelmann. renewable energy,” says Winkelmann.
In April, B.C. launched their new Energy Step Code that is “We have two tiers. We have Net-Zero Ready and Net-
a five step program that will eventually require all new Zero,” says Winkelmann. She says the two levels of 
homes to be built net-zero ready by 2032. homes are constructed the same, but the net-zero home 
Construction costs for net-zero energy buildings have has renewable energy (solar) installed.”
dropped 40 per cent in the past decade and the Pan-
Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate 

Home builders launch net-zero 
labelling program

Solar thermal on Parker Avenue Net-Zero Home 
A solar thermal hot water system is just one way this 

Victoria home achieved net-zero and a new CHBA Net-Zero 
Home label. Photo Falcon Heights
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First CHBA Net-Zero certified home in 
Victoria

Survey says – net-zero power is 
seductive

Net-zero, truth in advertising

The new EnerGuide label may sound a little strange at 
first, but it quite simply reports the amount of energy 
the home will require to operate. If you have a zero-
gigajoule EnergyGuide label, your home will produce The first home in Canada to be certified as net-zero under the 
all of its own energy, simple as that.program is a home built by Falcon Heights Contracting in 

Victoria B.C.

“The owner of Falcon Heights Contracting, Dave MacKenzie, 
took the Net-Zero training in Kelowna. Upon his return, he 
introduced the concept to the clients who decided to undertake The Canadian Home Builders has even done some 
the grueling 13 rounds of energy modeling to make market research to figure out what you 
their already designed home, a net-zero energy and I think about net-zero and how to 
home without compromise to their unobstructed sell it to us.
ocean views,” says Joelle Bienvenue of Falcon 

Interestingly consumers seem to be Heights.
latching on the very essence of the idea 

The clients were patient and on-board, and the of net-zero. When asked what do you 
result was an amazing home. Bienvenue says like the most about these houses? 
they’ve learned that it’s not hard to go net-zero. “What really caught everyone’s 

attention was the fact that they actually “It is not at all an arduous endeavor to take our 
can generate as much energy as they baseline Platinum Built-Green builds and bring 
consume,” says Winkelmann.them to net-zero standards.  A good and organized 

team approach with homeowners, and trades will 
There appears to be something very 

make the modeling seamless.”
seductive about taking control of your 

The home has 11 kilowatts of solar, R40-R65 own energy production, becoming 
insulation, an air to water heat pump boiler, solar independent and self-sufficient.
thermal water heating, an electric vehicle charger 

Winkelmann says some of these new net-and even a ductless dryer.
zero homes require up to 80 per cent less 
energy and they are built very well. “They 
prevent drafts and filter the indoor air to 

Consumers want to know that they are getting the reduce dust and allergens, and the result is 
net-zero home they were promised and builders really exceptional energy performance and 
want to educate consumers and themselves in this the ultimate in comfort. It’s a home that’s at 
new age of super energy efficient net-zero homes. the forefront of sustainability. It all adds up to 

a better living experience.”The new CHBA Net-Zero label works in tandem 
with the EnerGuide for homes rating system: “Well, interestingly in Edmonton, there’s a 
“Every home that goes through our program will perfect example of the success we’ve seen with 
get an EnerGuide label. If it’s a Net-Zero Home, it reducing the cost to get to Net Zero. In March, 
needs to say zero or even a negative number showing that it Landmark Homes had a ribbon cutting for their first affordable 
would actually generate a surplus (of energy). Or if it’s a Net- Net-Zero Home, which came in at just under $400,000 which is 
Zero Ready Home, usually what we’re seeing the numbers a single detached home with a garage. The land and the taxes 
coming in at is between about 34 to 44 gigajoules,” says included for that price. And so for those in the industry, it’s a 
Winkelmann. milestone.”

New CHBA Net-Zero Homes 
labelling program 

“A net-zero home is one that 
produces as much energy as it 

consumes over the course of the 
year. And that energy that it 

produces, in our case, must be 
renewable energy,” says Sonja 

Winkelmann, Director of Net-Zero 
with the Canadian Home Builders’ 
Association (CHBA). The builders 

have launched a new net-zero 
labelling program to help 

consumers and builders alike. 
Photo CHBA

Landmark announces 
affordable net-zero in 

Edmonton 
In March, Landmark 

Homes announced the 
most affordable single 

family home in 
Canada. It cost less 

than $400,000 
including GST and a 

garage. A host of 
dignitaries were on 

hand including Mayor 
Don Iveson of 

Edmonton.
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Biogas: 
Brown waste – green power!
Off-the-shelf German technology comes to the wild west
By David Dodge & Dylan Thompson

Brown gold. Prairie pies. Monkey missiles. Whatever you greenhouse gases. Food waste is usually simply 
call them, they’re all over the place in Feedlot Alley near landfilled, which costs money and, like manure, releases 
Lethbridge, the food processing centre of Alberta. plenty of methane, a potent greenhouse gas.

Where you or I may turn up our noses at a pile of ripe, Lethbridge Biogas takes the manure and food waste, 
smelly manure, Stefan Michalski, director of operations at mixes it together, heats it to 39 degrees Celsius and 
Lethbridge Biogas, sees a resource that can be turned into captures the methane to power twin 1.4-megawatt 
clean, green energy. generators, producing enough power for 3,000 homes.

Stefan Michalski came to Alberta from Germany more The 3.9-million-litre digesters resemble giant, squat grain 
than a decade ago with a dream: to tap the back-end of silos with dome tops. While it’s easy to make jokes about 
Alberta’s agriculture industry and spin green energy from cow manure, it’s an essential ingredient for making 
brown waste. biogas.

While biogas is relatively new to Alberta, it’s very “Manure from a process perspective is a very valuable 
common in Germany. input material because it carries the form of bacteria you 

need, but it is actually very low in energy,” says “As of today, there are more than 8,000 plants in Germany 
Michalski. “So if you can balance that out and add alone,” says Michalski. “It is a proven technology. It 
organics that are higher in energy content, you can create works even in Canada’s climate, which we have a lot of 
an ideal mix with a higher output that manure couldn’t sceptics always asking about, and it has been around for 
deliver.”decades in Europe.”
Turns out food waste is very high in energy. It really 
makes you wonder about our wasteful society when you 
see the food being dropped off (we saw vegetables, dog 
food, buns, coffee grounds and some messier stuff), but at 

Normally, manure is spread on farmland as fertilizer, but least it’s better to turn this food waste into biogas than to 
this can pollute water, cause odors and release tons of dump it in a landfill.

Recipe for turning brown waste into 
green power

Electricity from tomatoes? 
Lethbridge Biogas takes organic waste from restaurants, stores and the food 

processing industry and mixes with cow, pig and chicken manure and cooks it to 
produce methane (natural gas). 
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Lethbridge is a food production hub, so there is plenty of organic emissions by more than 90 per cent. Digestate, the leftover solids 
waste from potato and vegetable processing as well as from local from the digestion process, is an even better fertilizer than 
restaurants and stores. manure, with fewer odors and significantly less pollution.

 “Typically, we are cheaper than the landfill which is an incentive “[The farmer] has a product now that doesn’t stink as much,” says 
to do it here, not only because it makes more sense, but you want Michalski. “A product that’s better balanced, that has a better 
to create some diversion with an economic incentive,“ says nutrient and phosphor-nitrogen ratio. He can deal with it the same 
Michalski. Many places in Europe have banned organic waste way he dealt with the manure before.”
from landfills, thus ensuring the waste is used. Lethbridge biogas collects the manure and returns it as a better 

product. “So for [the farmer], it’s almost a no-brainer because he 
has to do nothing,” says Michalski.

Most biogas applications are smaller than the 2.8-megawatt 
“First and foremost, we make power. Power still makes up about Lethbridge Biogas power plant, making them perfect for farm 
60 to 70 per cent of our revenue stream,” says Michalski. scale and a great tool for economic diversification. James 

Callaghan has 250 head of dairy cattle in Lindsay, Ontario and he In addition to selling electricity, Lethbridge Biogas also collects 
built a farm-scale digester and a 500-kilowatt power plant. tipping fees for organic wastes, which provides 20 per cent of its 
Ontario has almost 30 farm-scale biogas plants. Michalski says revenue. The final 10 per cent comes from selling carbon offsets.
there is room for hundreds of the same in Alberta.

“It is a small piece now but with the recent announcement of 
carbon tax and other initiatives around the Climate Change 
Leadership Plan, we think this is a piece that can grow,” says 

Michalski says the biggest hurdle to developing a biogas industry Michalski.
in Alberta is the patchwork of regulation currently in place. 
Thanks to red tape and uncertainty, it took Michalski and his 
partners the better part of 10 years to get their plant going.

Producing clean energy from waste is pretty cool on its own, but 
“We need a place for bioenergy and biogas, in particular,” says biogas production also helps cut pollution in several ways.
Michalski. “We need some regulatory mechanism and incentives 

When farmers spread manure in the fields, it releases methane, a to get there.”
greenhouse gas 25 times more potent than carbon dioxide. It can 

Michalski thinks biogas should be recognized for its special pollute local streams and runoff — and let’s face it, manure stinks.
benefits of not only producing base load green power, but solving 

The biogas production process takes the methane out of the a handful of environemental problems and creating economic 
manure and burns it to produce electricity, which reduces diversification at a time when people are hungry for it.

So how does Lethbridge Biogas make 
money?

A place for biogas

Reducing pollution

3.9 million litre digestor 
Stefan Michalski (director) and Ed Mulder (plant manager) stand in front of one of the 3.9 million litre digesters that produce enough 

biogas that is used to produce enough electricity for 3,000 homes in Lethbridge. 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Workers want a just energy transition
As Coal-fired electricity is phased out workers 
want a say in what their future looks like

Blue Green Canada is an unlikely alliance of labour unions 15 provinces were ordered to delay new construction of 
and environmental groups who learned that there was projects that were already approved,” says Woynillowicz.
much to be gained by working together rather than at odds. Renewable energy has long gone from being “boutique to 
Take the situation in Alberta right now. Alberta’s Climate big.” In 2015, more than $325 billion was invested in 
Leadership plan aims to accelerate the shutting down of the renewable energy around the world. Some of the world’s 
province’s remaining coal plants. Instead, 30 per cent of largest utilities and “some of the largest and most recog-
Alberta’s electricity will come from renewable sources by nized companies, like Google and Coca Cola and Walmart, 
2030. This is not shocking news. It’s already happened in are procuring huge amounts of renewable energy,” says 
Ontario and continues to happen around the world as Woynillowicz.
nations face the increasingly serious implications of Globally the jobs numbers are stunning. In the U.S. alone 
carbon emissions on the planet. there are 220,000 solar jobs.
Even China, long considered a carbon-producing goliath, Back in Alberta Deron Bilous, the Minister of Economic 
is leading the way globally in terms of building clean Development and Trade, attached some numbers to 
energy and now turning away from coal-fired generation. Alberta’s transition goals. He told the Blue Green Just 
“Last year, $110 billion of investment in China, was 10 Transition conference that Alberta is looking for five 
times more renewable power capacity than natural gas- gigawatts renewable electricity by 2030.
fired power, and three times more than coal-fired power,” He says that’s going to attract about $10.5 billion of new 
says Dan Woynillowicz, policy director with Clean Energy investment, and create 7,200 new jobs for Albertans.
Canada and one of the speakers at Blue Green Canada’s 

Even Saskatchewan, whose Premier, Brad Wall, is Just Transition event in Edmonton in October.
vehemently opposed to a carbon levy, has renewable 
energy ambitions. Within 15 years, Saskatchewan plans to 
get one half of its electricity from renewable sources.

In terms of business and jobs the efforts of these two 
China leads the world in investment in renewable energy, provinces are “Going to create all kinds of opportunities 
but they are also starting to pivot away from coal. both for renewable energy developers (and manufactur-
“Earlier this year, the government ordered 13 provinces to ers),” says Woynillowicz.
suspend approvals of new coal-fired power plants. Another 

China, world’s biggest renewable 
energy investor, pivots from coal

BlueGreen Canada's Just Transition 
BlueGreen Canada is an unlikely alliance of labour and environmental groups that met in 
Edmonton recently to discuss a just transition for 3,500 coal workers affected by the coal 

phase out. "Just Transition is the notion that workers who are affected by the transition from 
more polluting industries to a greener economy deserve special help in easing the transition," 

says Gil McGowan, president of the Alberta Labour Federation. 
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This is all very exciting news for those interested in reducing many told McGowan they wanted electricity re-
pollution, diversifying the economy and creating new jobs. But regulated in Alberta.
lets not forget the 3,500 Albertans who work in the coal mining “Specifically, [the government] said they’re going 
and generation industry. They form the “Blue” part of Blue Green to set aside more than $200 million to help fund the 
Canada transition. It’s not yet clear how that money will be 
Labour groups acknowledge climate change and know things spent, but they did mention in their report things 
have to change. However, they call for a “just transition” for like training and retraining as legitimate ways to 
affected workers. spend the money.”

Still, coal workers are anxious to say the least and they are looking 
for some certainty in a very uncertain future.

“Just Transition is the notion that workers who are affected by the 
transition from more polluting industries to a greener economy 
deserve special help in easing the transition,” said Gil McGowan, Meanwhile the unions haven’t just been passively awaiting the 
president of the Alberta Federation of Labour at the Blue Green future. Scott Crichton of IBEW says a union-supported solar 
Just Transition conference. training program has trained more than 
“We want people to understand that this 1,200 electricians in one to five-day 
transition will negatively affect real solar training courses since 2008.
people with real jobs and real families in “What impresses me the most is the 
real communities.” enthusiasm our members have for this,” 
Alberta’s government has pledged $3.4 says Crichton. “They’re not necessarily 
billion to reduce the carbon levy’s doing it to increase their employment 
impacts on low-income Albertans and the opportunities. They’re doing it because 
small business community. This will also they want to put it on their own homes. 
help Alberta’s workers and businesses They want to try something different. 
transition from coal. There’s a thirst, there’s a hunger for 

this.”McGowan and labour unions formed the 
Coal Transition Coalition and took it on Crichton argues that while offering job 
the road to the six communities in Alberta training is important, consultation is 
that will be most affected by the coal critical. He says contractors should have 
phase out. They also looked at other a say so the most in-demand training is 
jurisdictions in the world to find exam- offered. He says they’re ready to 
ples of “just transitions” elsewhere. customize programs to meet demands 

for workers in the marketplace.“What we heard, first and foremost, was a lot of anxiety,” and 
even “hostility” says McGowan. Not all workers were aware it The Coal Transition Coalition has even proposed two of the 
was the Conservative government of Prime Minister Stephen newer coal plants could be updated to reduce emissions and 
Harper “that didn’t consult the public” and enshrined in law the grandfather them. Repurposing coal plants is not something 
phase out of 12 of Alberta’s 18 coal-fired electricity generation we’ve heard much about in Alberta. The province desperately 
units. needs deep emission reductions. However, it’s not unheard of. In 

Ontario at least one coal plant was retrofitted to biomass.“What we said to the members when we met with them was that at 
the very least, we have a government that’s willing to consult,” It seems Alberta is serious about tackling its nationally significant 
said McGowan of Alberta’s new NDP government. carbon emissions. Opportunity and diversification are in the 

wind, but workers want to ensure the transition is “just.” Time McGowan said workers wanted programs to bridge benefits and 
will tell.keep pension plans solvent. They crave training for new jobs and 

What does it mean to be “just”?

Solar training for 1,200 electricians

BlueGreen Canada calls for "just 
transition" 

Coal-fired electricity is being 
phased out around the world. In 

Alberta 3,500 workers want to 
ensure there is a "just transition." 

Gill McGowan of the Alberta 
Federation says "We're talking 

about initiatives from the 
government that's initiating these 

policies to ensure that the workers 
can make the transition most 

easily. So, things like training, 
retraining, bridging programs to 

make sure that their pensions are 
in tact." 

Hands-on solar training 
Former IBEW member Randall Benson liked solar so much he started his 

own company, Gridworks Energy Group. The company does solar projects 
in Alberta and has helped train 700 people in solar installation.

Solar jobs 
Robyn Wadey and David Clark installing one of the 3,622 
solar modules in the 1.14 megawatt solar system on the 
roof of the Leduc Recreation Centre. Robyn's sister Rae 
Anne took the Alternative Energy program at NAIT and 

recently her sister also joined Great Canadian Solar to help 
with recent large solar projects. 
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We look forward to working 
with you!

On Site Placement (OSP) is a non-

profit agency and registered charity 
serving individuals with ongoing medical 
conditions or disabilities to secure and 
maintain employment. Also, we are 
pleased to provide services to employers 
committed to developing a diverse 
workforce. OSP has been serving the 
Edmonton region for 34 years, working 
with hundreds of employers and placing 
thousands of people in employment.

Are you an individual with an 

ongoing medical condition or disability 
seeking employment? Call us at 780-488-
8122 or visit www.osp.ab.ca to get the 
details on coming to a Client Information 
Session.

Are you an employer looking for 

staff? Call us at 780-488-8122 or visit 
www.osp.ab.ca 
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